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ABSTRACT: The business landscape has transformed significantly with the abundance of information and rapid technological advances, creating numerous opportunities for data-driven decision-making to foster company growth. This research evaluates the impact of marketing automation systems on marketing communication channels using a quantitative analysis approach with data from organizations that have implemented these systems. Marketing automation has become essential for businesses, automating repetitive tasks such as email marketing and customer segmentation. This software personalizes messages for different segments, increasing customer engagement, adoption rates, and accelerating company growth while enhancing profit margins. This research contributes new knowledge by demonstrating the positive effects of marketing automation on organizational growth rates. It shows that companies adopting automated platforms see dramatic efficiency increases. Businesses using these platforms for data-driven decision-making experience higher effectiveness rates and attract more customers, improving overall performance. The study also addresses potential challenges during implementation, such as integrating data management systems and customizing processes for organizational readiness. Examining how marketing automation supports business growth, the insights gained are relevant for both academia and practitioners. This research highlights the importance of information-based marketing strategies and the potential of marketing automation to foster sustainable business growth. The findings provide practical guidance for optimizing marketing activities to achieve a competitive edge through appropriate marketing automation systems.
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INTRODUCTION
The business world has been transformed by the explosion of data and technological advancements, which provide organizations with more information than ever before for making decisions that can drive growth. Against this backdrop, the current study investigates how marketing automation influences revenue generation as well as client acquisition and retention— all key performance indicators (KPIs). It adopts a quantitative methodology using data from establishments with implemented systems for automating their marketing. This study illuminates ways in which marketing automation drives business growth thereby serving academic researchers’ and practitioners’ requirements. The significance of basing marketing strategies on data is highlighted while also showing how transformative sustainable business development can be achieved through adopting automated marketing systems. Furthermore, findings from this research have practical implications for businesses seeking to improve their promotional activities by helping them choose relevant KPIs as well as guide them towards gaining competitive advantage through utilization of long-term oriented successfulness bringing about marketing automated systems.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The business issues at BTPN Jenius, which currently operates and runs mostly manual processes, indicate a dire need for transformation.

Business Exploration
According to Business exploration through the identification of launching a campaign with digital channel communication, there were some problems in marketing communication channel. All these problems are due to processes that are still operated manually which leads to inefficiency and ineffectiveness of marketing followed by retention campaign systems.

The Root Cause Categories based on the above analysis can be categorized into four (4) main frames:

1. Technology. Despite Jenius by Bank BTPN is well known as a pioneer of Digital Banking in Indonesia, it lacks the advanced integration tools to connect smart business processes with its core banking system. Additionally, the processes are primarily driven by manual work, severely limiting real-time data processing capabilities.

2. Processes. The research was noted from the study that segmenting data for one single campaign still depends on MIS team, this makes it not truly automated hence prone to human error, server downtime or any other technological challenge may also make it difficult to deliver marketing campaigns within tight schedules.

3. Data. While a significant amount of data points have been collected, the integration technology and processes still dump data into a datamart banking system. This leads to highly fragmented data, which can hinder the cleanup process of internal and external data sources.

4. People. There is a lack of coordination among stakeholders, and insufficient knowledge on know-how data integration and real-time processing exacerbates the issues. This affects the overall efficiency and effectiveness of marketing and retention campaigns.

The collection of information for marketing automation can be attributed to businesses adopting smart business practices. This approach encapsulates the entire architecture required for effective marketing automation.

The research will use, but is not limited to, the following study.

Smart business theory:

The establishment of a smart business entails the automation of a vast array of operational decisions, predominantly reliant on real-time data processing by machine-driven systems rather than human intervention supported by manual data analysis. This transformative endeavor unfolds through a systematic four-step approach. Firstly, the initiation of this process necessitates the comprehensive integration of data capture mechanisms across every customer interaction, effectively "datafying" the entirety of
customer exchanges. Secondly, the subsequent phase involves the encapsulation of all operational activities within software frameworks, thereby enabling the mechanization of decision-making processes. Thirdly, the pivotal step of facilitating seamless data transmission throughout the organizational ecosystem ensues, ensuring a continuous flow of information vital for informed decision-making. Lastly, the application of sophisticated algorithms is paramount, serving as the bedrock for automated decision-making processes, thus maximizing the efficacy of the system. This iterative progression towards automation underscores the concerted effort required to imbue businesses with the agility and adaptability essential for navigating the complexities of contemporary market dynamics (Zeng, 2018)

7Ds or Pillars Supporting Effective Digital Marketing:
As delineated by Chaffey (2022), marketing automation constitutes a pivotal component within the framework of digital marketing, facilitating enhanced strategization of audience engagement. It encompasses the integration of various elements encapsulated within the '7Ds or pillars supporting effective digital marketing', as illustrated in Figure 2.3 below
The implementation of MAPs is particularly relevant in the financial sector, where personalized and efficient marketing strategies are crucial for customer acquisition and retention. To do this segmentation, the data need to be refined and datafying need to be done to input all data source and navigate between the segmentations. The effectiveness of multi-channel marketing campaigns is significantly enhanced using MAPs. Chaffey (2022) highlights that integrated marketing campaigns, which include push notifications, email communications, and social media advertising, provide a cohesive customer experience and improve overall campaign effectiveness. By leveraging MAPs, Jenius BTPN can ensure consistent messaging across various channels, thereby improving customer engagement and retention. For Jenius BTPN, utilizing MAPs to manage these communication channels can significantly improve response rates and customer engagement. Effective segmentation and personalization are critical for the success of marketing campaigns. MAPs enable businesses to analyze customer data and segment audiences based on behavior, preferences, and demographics (Peppers & Rogers, 2017). This capability allows Jenius BTPN to deliver highly targeted push notifications, email communications, and social media ads, enhancing the relevance and impact of their marketing efforts.

Research Question:
How does the implementation of a MAP influence Jenius BTPN's growth strategies to increasing product usage through cross-selling and upselling, improving customer retention, by enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of customized multi-channel marketing campaigns, specifically focusing on the segmentation result of personalized push notifications, email communications, and social media advertising?

Objectives:

Figure 3.1 Conceptual Framework
Source: Author, 2024
1. How effective are customized marketing campaigns managed by a Marketing Automation Platform in improving key metrics such as push notification response rates and email communications?

2. How does a multi-channel marketing strategy driven by a Marketing Automation Platform that incorporates Facebook Ads audience integration with platform identifiers reduce manual work while also increasing identifier matching rates?

This research about project-based marketing automation will concentrate on implementation and efficiency of Marketing Automation Platform (MAP) towards achieving set objectives which includes increase in effectiveness through different communication channels. It is also concerned with finding holistic remedies for various challenges encountered within BTPN Jenius business segment. The analysis will investigate how key performance indicators are affected upon adoption of this system; these KPIs are active customer growth, and reduction in churn rate among others. Evaluation shall be done on capabilities and features of chosen MAP to meet functional & technical requirements stated in project description. In its course, data integration, campaign execution, customer segmentation, multi-channel marketing as well as overall effectiveness used by the automation platform will be considered during this research. However, this research also will only use aggregate data in answering research questions thus experiencing difficulties reaching high level of realism and depth analysis. This limit can affect accuracy of produced conclusions. However, despite above limitations this study still aims at giving insights which are useful and making significant contributions towards knowledge concerning marketing automation also data driven segmentation strategy in banking.

METHODOLOGY

The data collection method is using behavioral data of users within app. Some of the data used are using Marketing Automation tools and mobile measurement partners/trackers. The sampling also will be using a multistage version of cluster sampling (see Figure 3.1). At each stage of the game, units are selected randomly.

"Randomly" does not mean haphazardly or capriciously. Instead, a mathematical procedure is employed to ensure that selection is entirely random and the result of blind chance. This process should yield a sample that is, in all important respects, representative of the country's population. (Leedy & Ormrod, 2019). Marketing Automation Platform tools used in this research is called MoEngage. It helps marketers or product managers/owners looking to engage, reacquire, or retain customers. Consumer brands use MoEngage as a one-stop MarTech platform to keep customers engaged on multiple channels (such as PN, EDM, SMS, in-app, or WhatsApp) and multiple platforms (like mobile app and website). In other words, MoEngage is an insights-led omnichannel customer engagement platform. However, this research will be focusing solely on the EDM and PN and comparing between the manual process and the automated triggers with the full extent of features of Marketing Automation. Those insight and research will
be compared to the goals tracked using audience segmentations from trackers. The tracker used here are called MoEngage. MoEngage is insights-led Customer Engagement platform that empowers consumer brands to create personalized and impactful experiences for their customers across various channels. By integrating MoEngage SDK into the apps, attribution and analytics data are automatically collected for our apps. We can easily enhance our SDK integration to collect user IDs (this will be used to populate and clustering audiences by passing back to MAP), send custom in-app events with values, deep-link existing users. This useful to be used in data collections method due to robust mapping of each page inside the app. Monitoring the user’s behaviour in more granular level. The users IDs populated here is the audience we used in clustering. Combination of these data sets used will be leveraged to be used in this research and data collection methods.

Figure 3.3 Research Design
Source: Author, 2024

By focusing on objective description rather than manipulation or control of variables, descriptive research serves as a foundational approach to gathering information and forming an initial understanding of a research topic. It is especially useful in situations where little or no previous research exists, as it can lay the groundwork for future investigations and hypotheses generation. Data source in this research are aggregate level of numbers of actions and results from campaign being done in Jenius BTPN. Both for answering the research questions on effectiveness owned channel media (especially PN and EDM) and Matching rate identifiers for paid digital channel media (advertising purposes). Data comparison will be looking into the NTB campaign of 7th Anniversary of Jenius that extended across Aug-Sep-Oct 2023. The result will be aggregate numbers as a sample comparison before implementing MA and compare it with June-July 2024 after go live MoEngage. Whilst for the integration data will be comparing the manual upload to Facebook before and After using MA period June-July 2024. Occasionally researchers use inferential statistics not to analyse and draw conclusions from data they have collected but instead to analyse and draw conclusions about other researchers statistical analyses. Such analysis of analyses is known as meta-analysis. A meta-analysis is most useful when many studies have already been conducted on a particular topic or research problem and another researcher wants to pull all of the results together into a near and mathematically concise package. (Leedy & Ormrod, 2019).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Based on those business exploration research find comprehensive analysis of the business challenges faced by Bank BTPN's Jenius in their marketing and retention systems, the solutions proposed to address these challenges, and the implementation plan.

One of the key points in improving the effectiveness of communication channel is by building Single Customer Profile (Enhancing Customer Database) for easier segmentation purposes. The data for every customer is stored in a non-relational format. Further, Jenius data model can be bucketed into 3 sub-modules:

1. User Attribute: Attributes which define a user’s persona i.e., email, age, gender etc.
2. User Behaviour/Events/Action: The online behavior of the user e.g., “App Opened,” “Application Submitted” within the App.
3. Event Attribute: The metadata which defines a specific action e.g., “Push Campaign Name: Survey XYZ”, “No. of Questions: 15” etc, “Successful transaction amount xxx”.

A single user profile is created against each of the Jenius’s current customers, with user data and event data enriched with data coming from various systems/sources of Jenius. Each user profile is referenced between MA servers and Jenius’s database using the unique ID. More information on user profiles can be found in illustration below:

![User Profile](image_url)

**Figure 4.1 Single Customer User Profile in MA**

*Source: Author, 2024*

Marketing automation also helps by automating all manual processes through its automation features. Implementing a comprehensive marketing automation platform will streamline and enhance marketing operations.

Some of the feature in the pilot stages are:

1. Intelligent Trigger Based Segment. Due to unified customer point of view. The segmentation that often being done manually can be populated based on trigger segment:
   - Primary + Secondary Custom Event Triggers: Any campaign across any channel can be triggered based on a set of primary-secondary events e.g., if a user does “started a registration” but does not “complete the eKYC”
   - Custom Event Triggers (Primary Only): As soon as the primary event is sufficed the campaign will be sent
   - Time-based Triggers: Irrespective of the size of the segment, campaigns can be triggered periodically at a fix time of the day
   - Location-based Triggers: You can set real-time location-based triggers which will be activated as soon as the user suffices the geo configuration
   - Exit-intent-based Triggers: As soon as the user plans to exit the app/website we can trigger a message in within 3 secs
   - Delay + Scroll % based Triggers
   - Pre-set Segment entry-based Triggers: As soon as a user migrates from one segment to another set of campaigns can be launched

2. AI-based Predictive Segments. Similarly, with the SAAS and AI it can help to do upsell, and cross-sell use cases, while manual logic is one of the ways to go about segmenting the users, MA can also leverage the user affinity feature on its...
platform to understand which users could have an affinity towards the product you would like to run the campaign for and accordingly create the segment. In Affinity-based segmentation, you can utilize conditions like “predominantly”, “max times”, “min times” etc. In this sample, you could look at your customers whose user affinities are more toward completing a survey. Further, you can also check for affinity towards the time of the day and day of the week to reach the users at their preferred time as well.

Figure 4.2 Filter Segment Features in MA Based on AI
Source: Author, 2024

3. RFF Based Segmentation are based on industry-standard “Recency Frequency and Monetary” values, which help auto-populate users in buckets like Loyal, Potential Loyalist, At Risk, Needs Attention, etc. For example, you can find out who are the users who has not complete registration form at all and reach out to them with rewards or offers or incentive for finishing eKYC or to do first Trx with Jenius.

Figure 4.3 Segment RFM Features Based on AI in MA
Source: Author, 2024

4. Predictions-based Segmentation. Using Data Modelling, MA Predictions model can help Marketing team to predict user behavior for the next few weeks and enable them to act proactively. Below options for predictions in the MA.

Figure 4.4 Prediction Based Segment Based on AI in MA
Source: Author, 2024

5. Propensity distribution. Model metrics such as distribution, correlation, and bucketing into High, Medium, and Low propensity buckets.
Decile buckets (1-10%, 11-20%, etc.) of propensity show the user count in the respective propensity range. Distribution by category shows the high (propensity > 70%), mid (propensity 40-70%), and low (propensity < 30%) propensity respectively.

As suggested in the solutions above, selecting a suitable marketing automation platform, integrating it with existing systems, and providing comprehensive training to the staff will bring tremendous benefits. This approach will help build a seamless marketing campaign operation involving all stakeholders. Therefore, the use of marketing automation is no longer an option but a prerequisite for driving business growth at scale and sustainably.

CONCLUSION

The implementation of the Marketing Automation Platform (MAP) at Jenius BTPN has shown significant improvements in the effectiveness and efficiency of marketing campaigns. Initial customer data and daily updates were successfully uploaded to the system, allowing for better audience segmentation per campaign. This transition to MAP resulted in a substantial increase in user detection, although not all users have downloaded the updated Jenius version with the MAP SDK. The actual campaign results during the pilot duration demonstrate the platform's potential. For example, the Travel Promo campaign managed through MoEngage had a higher sent rate and click rate compared to the manually managed Promo all user campaign. Specifically, the MoEngage Travel Promo had a sent rate of 98.19% and a click rate of 4.35%, significantly outperforming the manual Promo Hokben with a 1.83% click rate. Similarly, the MoEngage-managed Travel FCY EDM campaign showed a higher open rate and click rate compared to the manual Promo Hokben EDM campaign. Overall, the improvement of performance range and exceed more than 30% and the operational baseline also increase more than 3 times with shortened time preparation.

The efficiency gains from MAP are notable. The time required for the MIS team to populate and segment millions of customer data was reduced from 1-3 days to approximately 30 minutes. This real-time processing capability significantly improved customer targeting and engagement.

The overall results indicate that the implementation of MAP has improved the segmentation accuracy, sent rates, and user engagement metrics. The sent rate previously never reached 100% due to infrastructure limitations, but with MAP, there has been a marked improvement in segment targeting. Additionally, the identification rate for active users on social media for targeted advertising increased from 30% to 100% post-MAP implementation.

In summary, the implementation of the Marketing Automation Platform has effectively enhanced Jenius BTPN's marketing strategies, leading to better campaign performance, increased efficiency, and more accurate customer targeting. These improvements are crucial for driving business growth through cross-selling, upselling, and improved customer retention.
Recommendation: Select a suitable Marketing Automation Platform (MAP) that drives the architectural infrastructure, and functional capabilities needed for Jenius BTPN's growth strategies. Ensure the chosen MAP can integrate seamlessly with existing systems and support real-time data processing to maintain updated customer information and improve campaign responsiveness. Continuously enhance marketing strategies and operations by exploring additional features of the MAP, such as implementing models that determine the best active hours for sending communications and identifying the most preferred channels for user engagement, which helps the marketing team send communications at optimal times and through the most effective channels. Use the MAP to generate segments and launch campaigns directly from the dashboard and utilize correlation graphs to understand the relationship between goals and features, helping stakeholders identify the most influential parameters and optimize strategies accordingly. Finally, conduct further research on the long-term impact of marketing automation on customer engagement and business growth to refine and enhance strategies continuously.
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